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Mock Exam Timetable 

 
Mon 5th Tue 6th Wed 7th Thu 8th Fri 9th 

Morning 
(09:00) 

English 
Language 

Maths Science 
English 

Literature 
Maths 

Afternoon 
(13:00) 

MFL T&E 
Options 
 A and D 

Options 
 B and E 

Options 
C and F 

 

All of your mock exams will take place in the top sports hall. 

 

The purpose of this guide: 

These checklists are intended to help you plan and structure your revision. Use them to make sure 

you have covered everything in preparation for the exam. Your teachers will give you more 

guidance about the format and content of each exam. 

 

Tips for students: 

 Start early and make a plan – there is lots to cover so use these checklists to help you plan 

ahead. 

 Revise little and often – 20 minute ‘chunks’ rather than hour long sessions. 

 Turn your mobile phone off or leave it in another room. 

 Eat well, get plenty of sleep, drink plenty of water and do some exercise. All of these things 

will help you (and your brain!) feel better. 

 Don’t just read – DO something. If there’s no ‘product’ at the end of your revision, then the 

chances are that it hasn’t been very effective. 

 Experiment with revision techniques; flashcards, mind-maps, condensing texts. 

 Keep hold of the revision materials you produce and you’ll be one step ahead for the summer. 

 

Tips for parents: 

 Ensure your child has somewhere quiet to work at home 

 Support them by asking them questions and testing their understanding 

 Allow them to teach you things 

 Support them in avoiding distractions (Music, TV, Social Media, etc.) 

 

Important Note: 

For your English Language and English Literature exams you will need to refer to your 

“passports” which have all the details of the topics, texts, etc. including what you will need to 

bring to your exam. 
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Business Studies 
Exam 
Duration 

1hr 30 mins Equipment Calculator, pen, ruler 

Revision 

Resources 
Edexcel Revision Guide  (£2.50 from Department) 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Unit 1 : Introduction to small businesses – Multiple choice   

1. Spotting a Business Opportunity  

2. Showing Enterprise  

3. Putting a Business Idea into Practice  

4. Making the Start Effective  

5. Understanding the Economic Context  

Unit 3: Building a Business – short and long answer  

6.  Marketing 
 

7. Meeting customer needs – not for Mr. Cload 
 

8. Effective Financial management 
 

9. Effective People Management – not for Ms Brady 
 

 

Computer Science   
Exam 
Duration 

1 Hour 30 Minutes Equipment 
 Black Pen 

 Calculators are allowed 

Revision 

Resources 

 

Cambridge GCSE Computing  MOOC - http://cambridgegcsecomputing.org/new-course 
 

GCSE Bitesize, Computer Science - http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z34k7ty 
 

Teach ICT - GCSE Computing - http://www.teach-ict.com/gcse_computing/ocr/GCSE_A451_topics.html 
  

Past Exam Papers - http://www.fastpastpapers.com/GCSE_OCR_Computing.html 

 
Zig Zag Revision guide - T Drive -> Computer Science -> 2012 GCSE Computing J275 -> Revision 

Resources -> GCSE Computing Exam 
 

My Revision Notes OCR Computing for GCSE Paperback – Copies are available to use in lessons and at 

break times and after school. 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) – Purpose and characteristics  

Memory - describe the difference between RAM and ROM  

Input, output, storage devices - describe suitable devices for a range of situations  

Representation of data in computer systems: 

 Convert denary whole numbers (0-255) into 8-bit binary numbers and vice versa 

 Add two 8-bit binary integers and explain overflow errors which may occur 

 Convert denary whole numbers (0-255) into 2-digit hexadecimal numbers and vice versa 

 Convert between binary and hexadecimal equivalents of the same number 

 Explain the use of hexadecimal numbers to represent binary numbers. 

 

http://cambridgegcsecomputing.org/new-course
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z34k7ty
http://www.teach-ict.com/gcse_computing/ocr/GCSE_A451_topics.html
http://www.fastpastpapers.com/GCSE_OCR_Computing.html
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Characters: 

 explain the use of binary codes to represent characters 

 explain the term character set 

 describe with examples ASCII and Unicode 

 

Images: 
 explain the representation of an image as a series of pixels represented in binary 

 explain the need for metadata to be included in the file such as height, width and colour 

depth 

 Discuss the effect of colour depth and resolution on the size of an image file. 

 

Algorithms: 

 Understand algorithms (written in pseudocode or flow diagram), explain what they do, and 

correct or complete them 
 Produce algorithms in pseudocode or flow diagrams to solve problems. 

 Understand and use sequence in an algorithm 

 Understand and use selection in an algorithm (IF statements) 

 Understand and use iteration in an algorithm (FOR, WHILE and REPEAT loops). 

 Describe the data types integer, real, Boolean, character and string 

 Define the terms variable and constant 

 

 

Dance 
Exam 

Duration 
1 hour Equipment Pen, pencil  

Revision 
Resources 

Revision cards DVD of both professional works 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Facts on set works e.g. stimuli, structure, styles, number of dancers, lighting, costume and set 

designer, etc 
 

Movement description e.g. of a group and solo motif that shows the dance idea from each work 

climax,   
 

Sound accompaniment description and interpretation/ contribution (6 Points)  

Costume design description and interpretation/ contribution (6 Points)  

Set design description and interpretation/ contribution (6 Points)  

Lighting design description and interpretation/ contribution (6 Points)  

Physical/technical skills and performance skills ( definitions and how to improve)  

The choreographic process, research, improvisation, motif and motif development, structuring/ form 
e.g. binary, rehearsal process 

 

Movement content – actions, dynamics, space and relationships terminology  

 

Drama 
Exam 
Duration 

1hr 30min Equipment Drama Folder, Pen & Paper 

Revision 

Resources 
T:Drive Performance Videos, Drama Folder, SharePoint (T:Drive) Revision Documents 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Epic Theatre Performance  

Section A Question 1  

Section A Question 2 & 3  

Section A Question 4  
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Scripted 5 minute Performance  

Section B Question 5  

Section B Question 6  

Acting Skills  

 

Geography 
Exam 

Duration 
1hr 30min Equipment Pen, Pencil, Ruler, Calculator. 

Revision 
Resources 

CGP Revision Guide, BBC Bitesize Website, Cool Geography website 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Longshore Drift  

Reasons for deposition at the coast  

Erosion Landforms (Cliffs, Headlands/Bays, Caves/Arches/Stacks)  

A case study of coastal erosion (Holderness Coast)  

The Demographic Transition Model  

Factors affecting the Birth Rate/Rates of Natural Increase  

Population Pyramids  

A case study of an Ageing Population (UK)  

A case study of a National Park (The Lake District)  

Mass Tourism – including economic, environmental and social impacts  

Ecotourism  
 

Health & Social Care 

Exam 
Duration 

 

1hour 15 mins 
 

Equipment 
Black pen 
 

Revision 
Resources 

Use class notes folder, past paper tests & previous revision notes 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Life stages – name & ages 
 

Effects on development (I.e. PIES):  

Types of Relationships, Income & wealth, work & education & day centres  

Definitions:  

Bonding & attachment, primary socialisation, peer group, social class,  

Self -concept/image/esteem,  
Type of support: formal/informal,  

Expected/unexpected life events 
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History 

Exam 
Duration 

1 hour 15mins  Equipment Black pen , plus spare . 

Revision 
Resources 

Students’   notes and revision booklet, ‘bitsize’, you tube ‘worcesterjohhny’ 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Germany rise of the Nazi party 1929-34  

Weakness of Weimar government/ Treaty of Versailles/ Munich Putsch/Mein Kamf  

Impact of the Wall street Crash on Germany > Great depression  

Political scheming/  role of SA and propaganda/Hitler’s appeal  

Reichstag fire/ Enabling laws /Night of the long Knives/  Hitler becomes Fuhrer  

Changing life in Germany 1933-39  

Reducing unemployment /workers’ rights/ DAF/ KDF/RAD attitudes towards women.  

Controlling young people/ rule by fear/ Gestapo/ SS/ censorship/ treatment of minorities/ control of 
churches /  

 

War  and its impact on Germany 1939-47  

Propaganda and the  Home Front; ‘Total War’ ,/ black market/ Allied bombing/ Home Guard / 

Opposition from young people , Church and Army – July Plot, defeat and division / denazification of 
Germany, Nuremberg trials.  

 

Treatment of Jews ,ghettos, death camps , The ‘ Final Solution’.  

 

ICT 
Exam 

Duration 
1 hour Equipment Pens 

Revision 
Resources 

Pearson revision guide and workbook 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Features of digital devices  

E-mail protocols  

Connectivity: Wireless (Wi-fi) and wired connectivity  

Storage/storage devices  

Cloud computing  

On-line communities  

Communication on-line  

VOIP  

GPS  
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Languages: French, German or Spanish 

Exam 
Duration 

40 min + 50 min H 
30 min + 35 min F 

Equipment Black pen, spare black pen 

Revision 

Resources 

Letts revision guide, Edexcel revision workbook, Memrise.com, Vocabulary booklet/Reference book, 

Linguascope.com, PAST PAPERS on fastpastpapers.com (Edexcel) 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Personal information  

Family and friends  

Leisure activities  

General interests  

Technology  

Arranging to go out  

Your town and region  

Shopping  

School – subjects, rules, uniform, life at school  

Part time jobs and work experience  

Future plans for education/employment  

 

Maths – Foundation Tier 

Exam 
Duration 

2 x 1 hour 30 mins Equipment Geometry set, pen. Calculator for the second paper. 

Revision 

Resources 
Revision Guides, Workbooks and websites recommended by your Maths teacher. 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Number  

Fractions / Decimals / Percentages, mixed numbers  

Percentage of amount, reduction by a percentage, compound interest  

Ratio, money problems  
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Estimation, rounding and error intervals  

Products of prime factors  

Algebra  

Collecting terms, expanding brackets  

Forming and solving equations. Function machines  

Sequences  

Inequalities (number line and solving)  

Substitution into formulae  

Simultaneous linear equations  

Shape and measure  

Translation and rotation  

Co-ordinates, plotting a graph using a table of values, equations of straight lines  

Perimeter, area, volume, including units  

Pythagoras  

Speed / Distance / Time and distance/time graphs  

Circle vocabulary  

Map scales  

Angle rules  

Probability and statistics  

Frequency  tree, frequency tables, frequency diagrams  

Probability including listing outcomes and Venn diagrams   

Stem and leaf diagrams  

Averages  

Pie charts  

Scatter graph and correlation  
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Maths – Higher Tier 

Exam 

Duration 
2 x 1 hour 30 mins Equipment Geometry set, pen. Calculator for the second paper. 

Revision 

Resources 
Revision Guides, Workbooks and websites recommended by your Maths teacher. 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Number  

Calculations with fractions, including changing recurring decimals to fractions  

Estimation, ratio, currency conversion, percentage change  

Index rules and standard form; surds (rationalising denominators)  

Algebra  

Direct proportion  

Simultaneous equations (linear and quadratic).  

Nth term of sequence (quadratic and exponential)  

Algebraic proof  

Expansions of brackets including cubic expressions (3 brackets)  

Shape and measure  

Transformations of shapes and graphs  

Areas and perimeters of compound shapes including segment of a circle  

Speed / distance / time including with graphs  

Triangles: Pythagoras and trigonometry (right-angled triangles), similarity  

Graphs: plotting, equations of lines, quadratics, trigonometry, inequalities, exponentials  

Vectors  

Circle theorems  

Probability and statistics  

Probability including Venn diagrams and relative frequency  

Cumulative frequency, box plots, histograms, scatter diagrams  
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Music 

Exam 
Duration 

1 hr 30 mins Equipment Pen, pencil, eraser, pencil sharpener 

Revision 
Resources 

CGP revision guide, BBC bitesize, student folder, THS revision pack 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Area of Study 1 – western classical music 1600 - 1899  

G F Handel: And the Glory of the Lord from Messiah  

W A Mozart: 1st Movement from Symphony No.40 in G minor  

F Chopin: Prelude No.15 “Raindrop” in D flat major  

Area of Study 2 – music in the 20th century  

A Schoenberg: Peripetie from Five Orchestral Pieces  

L Bernstein: Something’s Coming from West Side Story  

S Reich: 3rd Movement (fast) from Electric Counterpoint  

Area of Study 3 – popular music in context  

M Davis: All Blues from the album Kind of Blue  

J Buckley: Grace from the album Grace  

Moby: Why Does My Heart Feel So Bad? From the album Play  

Area of study 4 – world music  

Capercaille: Chuir M’Athair Mise Dhan Taigh Charraideach (Skye Waulking Song) from the album 

Nàdurra 
 

Rag Desh 
 A Shankar: Rag Desh from the album Live at Carnegie Hall 

 S D Dhandhada and H Dhandhada: Rag Desh from the album Mewar Re Mira 

 B Wertheimer and S Gorn: Rag Desh Parts 1-3 from the album Priyagitah: Nightingale 

 

 

 

Koko: Yiri  
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PE 

Exam 
Duration 

1hr 30mins Equipment Writing equipment.  

Revision 

Resources 
Revision guide, Class notes, GCSE Bitesize, Revision sheets, Personal Exercise Programme.  

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Skeletal system  

Muscular System   

Cardio Vascular System   

Respiratory System   

Health and Skill related Fitness  

Fitness Testing and goal setting.  

Principles and methods of training.  

The exercise session and analysing performance.    

Body Types  

Optimum Weight and Weight related conditions   

Performance enhancing and recreational drugs.  

Risk assessment and preventing injury.   

 

Science – Sets 1 to 4 
The content listed may not necessarily be tested, however you should be familiar with it. 

Subject Biology 

Exam 

Duration 

1 hour for all 3 

science exams 
Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 

Resources 
CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Explain how and where carbon dioxide and urea are produced and how they leave the body  

Outline the effect of changes to the water or ion content of the body, in terms of water moving in or 
out of cells 

 

State that water and ions enter the body when we eat and drink  

Outline how the kidney produces urine by: filtering the blood; reabsorbing all the sugar; reabsorbing 

the dissolved ions needed by the body; reabsorbing as much water as the body needs; releasing urea, 

excess ions and water 

 

Outline two possible treatements for people suffering from kidney failure  

Describe dialysis treatment in terms of restoring the concentrations of dissolved substances in the blood 

to normal levels, and state that it has to be carried out at regular intervals 
 

Explain how a dialysis machine works, in terms of partially permable membranes  

Explain why dialysis fluid contains the same concentration of useful substances as the blood  

Explain why a donor kidney may be rejected by the immune system, in terms of and antigens 

antibodies 
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Outline how this is prevented by ‘tissue-typing’ and treatment with drugs to suppress the immune 

system 
 

Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of treating kidney failure by dialysis or kidney transplant  

B3.3.2 Temperature control  

Outline how sweating helps to cool the body, how this affects the water balance of the body, and how 
lost water must be replaced 

 

Describe how body temperature is monitored by the brain and skin  

(HT) Describe how blood vessels supplying skin capillaries and sweat glands respond if 
core body temperature is too high 

 

(HT) Describe how blood vessels supplying skin capillaries and muscles respond if core 

body temperature is too low 
 

Explain how and where carbon dioxide and urea are produced and how they leave the body  

Outline the effect of changes to the water or ion content of the body, in terms of water moving in or 
out of cells 

 

State that water and ions enter the body when we eat and drink  

Outline how the kidney produces urine by: filtering the blood; reabsorbing all the sugar; reabsorbing 
the dissolved ions needed by the body; reabsorbing as much water as the body needs; releasing urea, 

excess ions and water 

 

B3.3.3 Sugar control  

State that the pancreas monitors and controls blood glucose concentration  

State that insulin, a hormone produced by the pancreas, allows glucose to move from the blood into 
body cells 

 

(HT) State that glucagon, another hormone produced by the pancreas, causes glycogen to 

be converted into glucose and released into the blood 
 

Describe the cause of Type 1 diabetes in terms of insulin production  

Outline how Type 1 diabetes can be controlled by careful attention to diet, exercise, and by injecting 

insulin 
 

Evaluate modern methods of treating diabetes  

 

Subject Chemistry 

Exam 

Duration 

1 hour for all 3 

science exams 
Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 
Resources 

CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Outline how the relative amounts of energy released when substances burn can be measured by simple 

calorimetry, and how this can be used to compare the energy released by fuels and foods 
 

Use the equation   Q = mc∆T to calculate energy released  

Use the appropriate units for energy (joules, kilojoules, kJ per mole, kJ per gram, or calories per gram)  

Explain how the energy change of a reaction in solution can be calculated from the measured 
temperature change in an insulated container, for example when solids react with water or for 

neutralisation reactions 

 

Recognise simple energy level diagrams for exothermic and endothermic reactions to show the relative 
energies of reactants and products, activation energy, and overall energy change 

 

State that, during a chemical reaction, energy must be supplied to break bonds, and that energy is 

released when bonds are formed 
 

Interpret simple energy level diagrams in terms of bond breaking and bond formation  
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(HT) Explain why energy is released in exothermic reactions, in terms of the energy released 

from forming bonds and energy needed to break bonds 
 

(HT) Explain why energy is taken in during endothermic reactions, in terms of bond 
breaking and bond formation 

 

(HT) Calculate the energy transferred in reactions from given bond energies  

Explain how catalysts speed up chemical reactions, in terms of activation and different pathways for 

reactions 
 

Represent the effect of a catalyst on an energy level diagram  

Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the combustion of hydrogen with the use of hydrogen 

fuel cells, using information provided 
 

Evaluate the use of hydrogen to power cars compared to other fuels  

Consider the social, economic and environmental consequences of using fuels. You may be provided with 

information for comparison and evaluation 
 

 

Subject Physics 

Exam 
Duration 

1 hour for all 3 
science exams 

Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 
Resources 

CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

P3.2.1 Centre of mass  

Define the term ‘centre of mass’ and describe how to find the centre of mass of a thin, irregular sheet 

of a material 
 

Describe what will happen to an object that is freely suspended 
 

State that the centre of mass of a symmetrical object is along the axis of symmetry 
 

Calculate periodic time (T) for a pendulum using T = 1 / f 
 

State that the time period of a pendulum depends on its length 
 

P3.2.2 Moments  

Describe ‘moment’ as the turning effect of a force 
 

Calculate the size of a moment (M) using   M = F x d 
 

Explain why an object is not turning, in terms of clockwise and anticlockwise moments 
 

(HT) Calculate the size of a force or distance from pivot, acting on a balanced object 
 

Outline the use of simple levers as force multipliers 
 

(HT) Explain why a body will tend to topple if the line of action of the weight of an object 
lies outside the base of the object, because their will be a resultant moment 

 

Analyse the stability of objects by evaluating their tendency to topple, using a range of laboratory 
equipment to model real-life situations, such as cranes 

 

Explain how width of base and position of centre of mass affect the stability of an object 
 

P3.2.3 Hydraulics  
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State that liquids are virtually incompressible, and the pressure in a liquid is therefore transmitted 

equally in all directions (to all other points in the liquid) 
 

Explain how a hydraulic system can be used as a force multiplier when there are different cross-
sectional areas on the effort and load side of the system 

 

Calculate the pressure in different parts of a hydraulic system using P = F x A 
 

P3.2.4 Circular motion  

Explain that an object moving in a circle continuously accelerates towards the centre of the circle, 
which changes the direction of motion but not the speed of the object  

 

Describe the resultant force as the centripetal force, which is always directed towards the centre of the 

circle, and identify which force(s) provide(s) the centripetal force in a given situation 
 

Describe how the centripetal force needed to make an object perform circular motion increase as: the 

mass increases, the speed increases, the radius of the circle increases 
 

Interpret and evaluate data on objects moving in circular paths, remembering that the centripetal 
force does not exist in its own right, but is always provided by something else (such as gravitational 

force, friction or tension) 

 

 

Science – Sets 5 to 9 

Subject Additional Science - Biology 

Exam 
Duration 

1 hour for all 3 
exams. 

Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 

Resources 
CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

B2.4.1 Distribution of organisms  

Physical factors that may affect organisms are temperature, availability of nutrients, amount of light, 

availability of water and availability oxygen and carbon dioxide 
 

Quantitative data on the distribution of organisms can be obtained by random sampling with quadrats 
or sampling along a transect 

 

B2.5.1 Proteins  

Protein molecules are made up of long chains of amino acids. These long chains are folded to produce 
a specific shape that enables other molecules to fit into the protein. Proteins act as: 

 Structural components of tissues such as muscles 

 Hormones 

 Antibodies 

 Catalysts 

 

Catalysts increase the rate of chemical reactions. Biological catalysts are called enzymes. Enzymes are 
proteins. 

 

B2.5.2 Enzymes  

The shape of an enzyme is vital for the enzyme’s function. High temperatures change the shape.  

Different enzymes work best at different pH values.  
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Some enzymes work outside the body cells. The digestive enzymes are produced by specialised cells in 

glands and in the lining of the gut. The enzymes then pass out of the cells into the gut where they 
come into contact with food molecules. They catalyse the breakdown of large molecules into smaller 

molecules. 

 

The enzyme amylase is produced in the salivary glands, the pancreas and the small intestine. This 

enzyme catalyses the breakdown of starch into sugars in the mouth and small intestine. 
 

Protease enzymes are produced by the stomach, the pancreas and the small intestine. These enzymes 

catalyse the breakdown of proteins into amino acids in the stomach and the small intestine. 
 

 

Subject Additional Science - Chemistry 

Exam 

Duration 

1 hour for all 3 

exams. 
Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 

Resources 
CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

C2.4 Rates of Reactions – Can you…?  

Look at a graph and work out the rate of reaction from products forming.  

Describe the changing rate of a reaction by looking at a graph  

Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using catalysts in industry  

Can you calculate the rate of a reaction  

Name 5 factors that would affect the rate of a reaction  

Describe collision theory in terms of particlesand energy  

Recall the name of the energy needed to be overcome to start a reaction  

Explain how each factor would affect the rate of reaction using collision theory  

State what a catalyst is and what it does  

[HT] Recall the unit of concentrations of solutions  

[HT] Recall that equal volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure have the same number 

of molecules 
 

 

C2.5 Exothermic/Endothermic Reactions. Can you…? 
. 

 

State that when chemical reactions occur, energy is transferred to or from the surroundings. 
 

 

State what an exothermic reaction is in terms of energy and give examples. 

 
 

Define an endothermic reaction in terms of energy and give examples. 
 

 

Recall that if a reversible reaction is exothermic in one direction, it is endothermic in the opposite 

direction 
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Subject Additional Science - Physics 

Exam 

Duration 

1 hour for all 3 

exams. 
Equipment Scientific calculator, pen, pencil, ruler 

Revision 

Resources 
CGP guides, Doddle, bitesize, passmyexams, s-cool.co.uk 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

P2.3.1 Static electricity  

Describe how some insulating materials can become electrically charged  

Explain how this charge (positive or negative) depends on the material losing or gaining electrons   

Describe the forces exerted by electrically charged objects on each other  

State that electrical charges can move easily through some substances (e.g. electrons moving through 

metals, or ions moving through a solution)  
 

P2.3.2 Electrical circuits  

Describe an electric current as flow of electric charge  

Calculate the size of an electric current (I) from charge (Q) and time (t)   

Describe potential difference (voltage) as the work done per coulomb of charge as it passes between 
two points 

 

Calculate the potential difference (V) from work done (W) and charge (Q)  

Recognise circuit symbols  

Describe how thermistors are use in circuits (e.g. in thermostats)   

Describe how LDRs are used in circuits (e.g. switching lights on in the dark)  

Recognise and sketch the current-potential difference graph for a resistor at a constant temperature  

Recognise and sketch the current-potential difference graph for a filament bulb  

(HT) Explain how the resistance changes in terms of ions and electrons  

Recognise and sketch the current-potential difference graph for a diode  

Describe how to find the resistance of a component by measuring the current through, and the 

potential difference across, the component  
 

Describe the relationship between the current through and potential difference across a resistor (at a 

constant temperature) as directly proportional  
 

Calculate potential difference (V) using current (I) and resistance (R)    
Calculate the potential difference of a number of cells connected in series    

Calculate the resistance of a number of components connected in series  

 

Describe and predict the current through and potential difference across components connected in 
series and parallel circuits 

 

Explain why light emitting diodes (LEDs) are increasingly popular   

Describe how the resistance of an LDR changes as light intensity changes  

Describe how the resistance of a thermistor changes as the temperature changes   

Apply the principles of basic electrical circuits to practical situations  

Evaluate the use of different forms of lighting, in terms of cost and energy efficiency (e.g. filament 
bulbs, fluorescent bulbs and LEDs) 

 

P2.4.1 Household electricity  

Understand the principles of safe practice and recognise dangerous practice in the use of mains 

electricity.   
 

 

Explain the difference between direct current (d.c.) and alternating current (a.c.)  
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Compare and calculate the potential differences of d.c. supplies and the peak potential difference of 

a.c. supplies from diagrams of oscilloscope traces    
(HT) Determine the period and therefore the frequency of a supply from diagrams of oscilloscope 

traces 

 

Remember the frequency and peak potential difference of the UK mains electricity supply  

Describe the structure of two-core and three-core electrical cable    
Evaluate and explain the need to use different cables for different appliances    

Describe the structure and materials used in a three-pin plug and explain how to wire one safely 

 

Describe the role of fuses or circuit breakers in disconnecting circuits if an electrical fault causes the 
current to become too great. Explain how a fuse disconnects a circuit if the current exceeds the rating 

of the fuse 

 

Compare the uses of fuses and circuit breakers    
Remember that residual current circuit breakers (RCCBs) work by detecting a difference in the current 

between the live and neutral wires 

 

Describe how the earth wire and fuse together protect the wiring of the circuit in appliances with 

metal cases (unless they are double insulated)  
 

P2.4.2 Current, charge and power  

Describe the effect of electrical charge flowing through a resistor, and use this idea to explain why 
filament bulbs waste so much energy 

 

Consider the factors involved when making a choice of electrical appliances, including efficiency and 

power  
 

Explain that the power of an electrical appliance is the rate at which it tranforms energy  

Calculate the rate of energy transfer, or power (P) from the energy transferred (E) and time (t) 

Calculate power (P) from current flowing through (I) and potential difference across (V) an appliance 

(HT) Calculate energy transferred (E)  from potential difference (V) and charge (Q) 

 

 

Technology: Food & Nutrition 

Exam 

Duration 
One hour Equipment  

Revision 

Resources 
WJEC textbook   Students own notes in red books 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Home preservation techniques  

Food hygiene and how to avoid food poisoning  

Kitchen Equipment   

Salt and how to reduce it  

Diet related illnesses  

Food packaging   

Convenience foods  

Environmental Health Officer  

Eggs and their functions  

Pastry  

Reducing fat in the diet  
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Technology: Graphic Products 

Exam 

Duration 
2 hours Equipment 

Pen, calculator, HB pencil, 2H pencil, colouring pencils, 
sharpener, rubber, ruler, compass, protractor, mini set square 

kit 

Revision 
Resources 

Exercise books from year 10, portfolio of technical drawing work from year 10, resources on school 
network - T:\Art & Design\Graphics\YEAR 11\REVISION for EXAM 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Product Analysis  

Packaging Nets  (design of, including opening and closing mechanism)  

Sustainability and Legislative issues  

Knowledge of Materials (Paper and Card – how made, weights, size and types)  

Typography  

Colour   

The work and influence of Neville Brody and Saul Bass  

Tools, Equipment and Making (by hand)  

Commercial manufacturing Practices (pre-press, on press and finishing)  

ICT, CAD, CAM  

Technical Drawing  

 

Technology: Resistant Materials 

Exam 

Duration 
2 hours Equipment 

Pen, calculator, pencil, colouring pencils, sharpener, rubber, 

ruler 

Revision 
Resources 

Red exercise books, share point - https://portal.thomas-hardye.net/lz/tech/rmpd/SitePages/Home.aspx 
, WJEC website, BBC bitesize website, Technology Student website 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Product analysis  

Sustainability and legislative issues  

Other designers and practitioners  

Commercial manufacturing practices  

Materials and components  

Tools, equipment and making  

Systems and processes  

ICT, CAD AND CAM  

https://portal.thomas-hardye.net/lz/tech/rmpd/SitePages/Home.aspx
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Technology: Systems & Control 
Exam 
Duration 

2 hours Equipment 
Pen, pencil, calculator, colouring pencils, pencil sharpener, 
rubber, ruler. 

Revision 

Resources 

Red exercise books, Website - https://sites.google.com/site/systemsandcontrol/  

, WJEC website, BBC bitesize website, Technology Student website 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Product analysis  

Sustainability and legislative issues  

Other designers and practitioners  

Commercial manufacturing practices  

Materials and components  

Tools, equipment and making  

Systems and processes  

ICT, CAD AND CAM  

 

Technology: Textiles 

Subject Textiles 

Exam 

Duration 
2 hours Equipment 

Black pen, pencil, colouring pencils, calculator, ruler, 

sharpener, rubber. 

Revision 
Resources 

Year 10 folder, CGP revision guide, revision Power Points on the T drive, Sharepoint, BBC bitesize, past 
papers on the WJEC website. 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Natural, synthetic and regenerated fibres  

Fabric construction methods, names of fabrics and product uses.  

Modern fabrics including smart materials, electronic textiles and microfibres  

Production systems  

Style features (sleeves, collars, pockets, necklines)  

Components including fastenings  

Decorative and construction techniques  

Designers (Matthew Williamson and Stella McCartney) and fashion terminology  

Environmental issues in Textiles including the 6 R’s.  

The design process  

Fabric finishes  

ICT in Textiles including CAD/CAM  

Legislation in Textiles  

https://sites.google.com/site/systemsandcontrol/
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Theology & Ethics 

Exam 

Duration 
1 hour  Equipment Black pen x2  

Revision 
Resources 

Crime & Punishment and Drug Abuse booklets, YouTube clips (on T Drive) 

Exam Revision Checklist 

Content Revised? 

Crime and Punishment   

Christian and Buddhist beliefs about law and order  

Concepts of right and wrong, conscience, duty and responsibility  

Causes of crime and different types of crime   

Aims of punishment  

Whether or not the different forms of punishment achieve the aims of punishment  (including 
consideration of young offenders, imprisonment, parole and early release and the death penalty) 

 

Alternatives to prison and issues concerning prison reform  

Drug Abuse  

Difference between prescription drugs, legal drugs and illegal drugs   

Christian and Buddhist beliefs about the mind and body  

The law relating to different types of drug and the classification of illegal drugs  

Evaluate why people might take drugs (including smoking, alcohol and illegal drugs)  

Evaluate the rising of taxes on social drugs and the use of those taxes  

Christian and Buddhist teachings relating to alcohol, tobacco and illegal drugs   

Evaluate why some people might take illegal drugs and the effects on their own and others’ lives  

Evaluate possible solutions to drug abuse and Christian and Buddhist beliefs relating to helping addicts   

 

 

 

 

 

 


